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Fixed on up to 12 meters after installation, the high bay will be not easy 

to adjust the working program. But the user may not satisfied with the 

performance and sensitivity or Dim level is needed to adjust for different 

season. In order to make the extra work easy and no machines are 

needed, one remote control is provided to re-program the sensor.

Distance range: 12m
Battery: AAAx2
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 Microwave sensor

1. Microwaves cannot penetrate metal. Please avoid installing
 the product in a closed or semi-closed metal luminaire to ensure
 that there is no metal or glass shielding above the product. If the 
 antenna must pass through the metal plate, please ensure that 
 the top of the sensor is close to the metal plate.
 

2. The recommended installation distance between microwave 
sensors is greater than 3m, and should be far away from wireless
devices such as switches and routers to avoid radio interference.
The recommended installation distance between the two is 
greater than 3m; Low/high frequency signals interfere with the 
normal operation of the microwave sensor antenna.

3. Long-term vibration equipment or moving objects should be avoided around the microwave sensor. 
The generated vibration signal will be regarded as a mobile signal to trigger induction. Therefore, the 
installation location should be as far away as possible from large metal equipment, ventilation ducts,
air-conditioning outlets, exhaust outlets, and smoke exhaust. If there are pets passing by in the 
detection area, the induction may be triggered.

4.This product is suitable for indoor installation. When installed in semi-outdoor or outdoor, wind and 
rain may be regarded as a mobile signal to trigger induction; when the sensor is installed in metal
lamps, metal reflective surfaces or in a small closed environment, microwave It will be reflected 
multiple times and cause false triggering. Please reduce the induction sensitivity or contact the 
manufacturer for technical support.

5.Product specifications and parameters may be optimized without prior notice.

6. The low-brightness effect will be different when equipped with different 0-10V drivers; since the 
light threshold test conditions are sunny, no shadows and light diffuse reflection, in different time
periods and under different weather conditions, the illuminance detected by the light sense will vary.

7. The sensing distance of the product is related to the moving speed of the object, the size of the 
object, the installation height of the product, the installation angle, the installation environment, and 
the material of the reflector.

8. For the new installation environment, it is recommended to install and test at least 5pcs prototypes
 before batch installation.

Sensor Attention Tips



PIR Sensor

1. The working temperature of the PIR infrared probe is -30℃~+

70℃. The infrared probe can work within this temperature range,
 but the test  distance of the product will be affected by the change
 of temperature. 

2. Under different working temperatures, the corresponding 
distance  ratios are as follows.

* The PIR infrared sensor has the farthest sensing distance under the temperature of -10℃~+33℃, 
and the sensing range is 100%;

* The PIR infrared sensor has a small sensing distance at +33℃~+45℃ temperature, and the general
 distance reduction ratio is between 10%~50%;

* When the temperature of the PIR infrared sensor is +45℃~+70℃, the sensing distance will 
decrease rapidly, and the distance will basically be reduced to about 2 meters;

*The sensing distance of PIR infrared sensor will be small at -10℃~-20℃ temperature, and the 
general distance reduction ratio is between 10%~50%;

*When the temperature of PIR infrared sensor is -20℃~-30℃, the sensing distance will decrease 
rapidly, and the distance will basically be reduced to about 2 meters;

3. In actual use, it is recommended that the working temperature be used within the range of -15℃~+

40℃.

Sensor Attention Tips
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